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From the Peacock Gallery
Cumberland Council’s Peacock
Gallery is hosting two exhibitions
from 14 December 2019 to 26 January
2020 including Painting Flowers by
Amani Haydar and Ms Saffaa in
Gallery One and The Greta Effect by
local Cumberland artists in Gallery
Two. We would like to acknowledge
that these exhibitions take place on
Darug land and pay our respects to
Elders past, present and emerging.
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Painting Flowers is an exhibition that
subtly stands in solidarity with people
who have experienced the effects
of gender and familial violence. In
Amani’s painting Letter from MCC,
detailed still life ceramic objects,
doilies and patterned calligraphic
table cloths intricately intersect with
Australian native fauna and books like
Rage Becomes Her by Soraya Chemaly
and Trauma and Recovery. It cleverly
displaces and questions our interiors
and ideas of home as a ‘safe harbour’
and yet also intimately holds space for
cultural identity, vulnerability
and healing.
The Greta Effect is curated by
emerging local curator Natasha Welde
and is a selection of work by local
artists Abhijit Choudhry, Anthea
Feilen, Aysa Haris, Iffat Nonee,

Irena Conomos, Jacqueline Olivetti,
Lux Eterna, Matt Jones and Svetlana
Panov that creatively explores and
reflects upon the current climate
crisis that we find ourselves intimately
a part of. Work like Jacqueline’s,
Park Pharmacy, is a simple yet
complex reflection on this important
contemporary challenge. A sign from
an actual local pharmacy has been
given new life as an advocacy tool
for the environment. It’s a statement
about our innate need for nature and
parklands to revitalise and heal us
from trauma or sickness, so why do we
so easily destroy it?
Painting Flowers and The Greta Effect
are exhibitions that actively advocate
for reflection, change and healing...
they are offerings and opportunities
for much needed repair.
Cumberland Council and the Peacock
Gallery team would like to thank all
the creatives and Council staff who
have supported the development of
these two exhibitions. We extend a
warm invite to the local community
to come enjoy and reflect upon this
creative work. We hope that these
creative contributions transform us
into action and provide insight into
healing, be it within ourselves and or
the environment.

KRISTINA TITO

Arts and Cultural Projects Producer, Cumberland Council

Flowers and Fighter Jets
There’s anger in the eyes of the
women Amani Haydar paints. There
is strength and sadness as well, which
by all accounts, is a reflection of her
own lived experiences and a theme
seen in many of her works; but there’s
something different, an immediacy
and energy, that’s present in her most
recent gallery showing – Painting
Flowers at the Peacock Gallery
in Auburn.
We have every reason to be angry.
The women painted, the two artists
responsible for the exhibit, and myself
in the audience.
Haydar, a 2018 Archibald finalist and
Arab-Australian painter, is known
for her work reflecting her advocacy
for domestic violence victims. She
has spoken publicly and passionately
about the 2015 murder of her mother
Salwa by her father Haydar in their
Bexley home. In recent months,
Amani Haydar has opened a broader
conversation about the murder of her
grandma, her siti, by an Israeli drone.
I’ve felt a connection to Haydar’s work.
Her unflinching retelling of her life has
always struck me. Her descriptions
gave a voice to her mother.

Amani Haydar
Letter from MCC

2019 . mixed media on canvas, 100cm x 90cm

We have a lot in common, more than
just our heritage as two Lebanese
Australian women.
My grandmother, Mariam Taouk, was

murdered almost four years ago by a
home invader in her laundry in Jbiel,
a coastal suburb of Beirut. She folded
my uncle’s pants in her basement
washroom and Roy Bou Toubia hit her
with a pick axe.
Unlike Amani, there are no colours,
beautiful floral prints and embroidery
laden canvases when I think about
that time.
I have been a passive audience
member at previous exhibitions by
Haydar, allowing myself to feel the
sorrow of lost matriarchs, and now I
have been gifted with rage.
Her collaboration with Ms Saffaa, a
Saudi Arabian activist and muralist
who has confronted issues of Saudi
Arabia’s guardianship laws and
human rights abuses, offers intensity
in a new way that is a mixture of
beauty, intricacy and rampant and
merciless destruction that we have
been forced to endure too many
times.
In her portraiture mural, the layered
mixed media canvas shows a painting
of a simple brown curved vase
crammed full of twigs, white open
lilies and dotted pink daisies sitting
neatly in front of a window framed
with an ornately woven white curtain
– the kind my siti would have had
hanging by her bedroom window,
with embroidery twirling over a sheer

Amani Haydar & Ms Saffaa, Mural, 2019 . paste-up, newsreel, mixed media, dimensions variable

fabric base. Outside the window is a
city of apartment buildings and sky
rises destroyed and smoking. There
is a fighter jet too – a reflection of the
war that saw Amani’s grandmother’s
death and her parents’ immigration
to Sydney. Beauty coupled with
anger. Under the vase sits a rebellious
keffiyeh, a symbol of resistance and
Palestinian solidarity. Meanwhile
Ms Saffaa has become most wellknown for her depiction of the
shumakh on the head of a woman,
emblazoned with
#iammyownguardian. Her street art
is plastered across Saudi Arabia as a
call out for female independence from
tyrannical guardianship laws.

art; the hidden face or downturned
humility of a Degas ballerina, draped
in flowers.
“We wanted to create a mural as a
tribute to women who have been
affected by violence and it was
important to me that the figures in the
mural represented some of the women
who are often underrepresented in
conversations about gender-based
violence,” Haydar said in an email
to me on the eve of the exhibition’s
launch.
“Having been myself a victim and a
survivor of domestic violence makes
this exhibition one that is very close to
my heart,” Saffaa also said to me when
discussing her collaboration with
Haydar.

In a second piece, a mural of varied
faces, the women painted and hanging
on the walls have a voice of their own.
They glare with burnt charcoal eyes;
one is draped in a hijab a sharp purple
just like the resilient Lebanese adolya
flowers that line the high altitude
mountain village paths, sprouting
through jagged rock. Another wears a
hijab in the reassuring orange of a first
responder’s uniform. One has her hair
painted pink like bougainvillea, which
is a theme in the exhibition; Haydar
uses other native Australian flowers to
frame the works.

In Painting Flowers, the two ArabAustralian women, who have had
violence and patriarchy impact
their lives, are now firmly staring
down those responsible. An image I
desperately needed to see, to start my
own process of healing, moving on
from my grief alone.

Their rage, shown with thick deliberate
lines and wide eyed bold faces are
focused, unlike the historic images
we have of women and flowers in

The exhibition Painting Flowers is as
fierce as it is beautiful, shaking off the
ideas of women’s passivity in their
victimhood. Haydar and Saffaa are
telling us that women are not vases
watching on as the horrors of the
world happen around them – it shows
that our anger is justified, and we will
be heard.

MARYANNE TAOUK
2019

Amani Haydar
Painting Flowers, Forgetting War

2019 . mixed media on canvas, 60cm x 60cm
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11 Women lost their lives violently in Australia
while we were working on this mural, as per the
data collected by Sherele Moody and the Red
Heart Campaign.
To reflect this, we have included a tally on
the bottom right hand corner of the mural.
Unfortunately the number will continue to
increase for the period of the exhibition, and we
expect to update the tally.
We would like to extend our condolences to
the families affected by this violence and a
thank you to the tireless front-line workers and
campaigners working to make our communities
safer for women.

